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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report documents work conducted over a 2.5 year span which 
was primarily of a consulting nature. The uork involved many aspects of 
holographic intcrf~romctry and specifically the feasibility of three 
dimensional measurcm2nt. The work was divided into six tasks deocribad 
in Section 2.0. 
Tasks I and II - the.delivery of a literature survey and a tomo-
graphy computer prcgrac. 
Task III - a feasibility study of the une of aligr.cent elements 
in the dual plate holographic interferometry. 
Task IV - acquisition of oscillating airfoil data. 
Task V - a feasibility study of three-dimensional holographic 
interferometry. 
Task VI - an axisymmetric flow investigation. 
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2.0 TECHNICAL DICUSSION 
ORIGINAL PAGE· IS 
OF. f/lOOR QUALITY 
2.1 Task r and II - TQmol)rn~hy Background 
On June 17, 1980. a caetinG wns h~ld b9tween B.P. Hildebrand and 
George Lee and hit: Gtaff at tlASA Ames laboratory to discuss the various 
tomography algorithcs available. Currently baing tested is the Fourier 
transform alBorithm developed by Bruechner at the Naval Post Graduate 
School. This algorithm is probably the most sensitive to missing data 
of all the algorith03 used in the medical CAT machines. It was sug-
8e~ted that some of the iterative algorithms. such as ART or SIRT would 
be morc suitable to this application. 
A short literature survey was made and the moat pertinent papers 
were left at NASA for copying. One paper. in particular. studies 
methods for circumventing the missing data proble~ by filling in with a 
smooth function fitted to the edges of the shadow.. This method. coupled 
with the ART algorithm. should yield satisfactory results. 
A tape containing ART as received from the Mayo Clinic in 1976 
was sent to Mr. Jeff Trosin. A second program. TFTOll. for reconstruc-
tion of an image field was also forwarded to Mr. Trosin. 
The computer programs were configured by Ames personnel. 
-2-
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2.2 Task III Alisncent Ele(J'~nt 
2.2.1 Pur20se 
, 
An alignment element has been designed ao an integral component I !: I 
I 
of the double-plate holographic interferometer. The alignment elements 1\ 
produce additional interferograms which are utilized to adjuGt the 
double-plata interferometer into the infinite fringe confisuration. The 
alternate interferograms are especially useful and are escentially 
required when high accuracy and repeatability are desired to when the 
optical disturbance fills the field of view. 
2.2.2 Theory of 02eration 
The object beam is collimated between the Schlieren mirrors so 
that the rays are perpendicular to the U and V velocity planes within 
the wind tunnel test section. Hence, for two-dimensional flows the rays 
traverse constant property paths except near the wind tunnel window3 
where boundary layers are present. The test section windows and the 
object beam each have a diameter of 400 ern. A spherical phase error is 
introduced by attaching three small positive lenses to the wind tunnel 
window. These spherical waves pass throughout the holography system and 
are captured at the hologram plane as converging waves. The remainder 
of the object wave passes unobstructed through the test section and is 
recorded holographically in the usual manner. 
Both holograms are recorded on the same physical location· on the 
holographic plate and In reconstruction both sets of waves are produced. 
-J-
1: 
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In reconstruction. a spati~l filter, 3 scalI pinholeo located at the 
focal points of the alignment weves. i3 used to bloclt the flow field 
waves from the flow-on ~nd flew-off holograms. The alignment waves are 
diverging spherical ~aves beyond the spatial filter. With a screen 
placed within the three alignre2nt waves. interference patterns will be 
observed. These interference patterns are produced by the overlapping 
of the flo;: on and flow off al1gnc.ent uaves produced by each of the 
three alignment elements. The double plate interferometer is adjusted 
until infinite fringe spacing is achieved within the alignment inter-
ference patterns. For such a condition. the flow field interferogram 
Is then accurately positioned in the infinite fringe configuration. To 
photograph the flow field interferograo. the alignment wave spatial fil-
ter is removed and the flow field spatial filter installed. Thus block-
ing the alignment waves and allowing the flow interferogram to be photo-
graphed. The flow interferogram exhibits shadows of the AE's. 
2.2.3 Design 
The optical schematic (Figure 1) shows both the alignment elecent 
waves and usual flow field waves. The selected AE's are simple positive 
lenses with a 2 meter focal length and a 17 rom diameter. The AE's are 
placed at 120 0 spacings (4. 8. and 12 o'clock) at a radius of 90 rom on 
the test section window. The alignment Naves are brought to a focus 
near the focal point of the east Schlieren mirror. and thus the align-
ment waves are collimated (¢ - 25 mm) between the mirror and the lens 
(F' B 500 mm, 9' a 100 mm). The lens converges the alignment waves 
toward the hologram whl!re they are recorded at 12 em diameter. 
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In reconstruction, both align~cnt and ilo~ field waves are pro-· 
duced. Initially, the alignment waves are spatially filtered and course 
interferol:let.er adjustment is ilchieved by overlapping physical objects 
. within the test section such as the airfoil, the AE's, or the edge 
alignment pins at 3, 6, and 12 o'clock positions. The interferot1leter 
must be adjusted to course alignment before interference fringes of 
detectable spacings arc produced within the alignment interferograms. 
Since the alignment interferograca are ¥ery sensitive to interferometer 
adjustment, interference fringes will not have a resolvable spacing (say 
300 u) until the plates are repositioned within 0.5 co. 
The spherical aligncent waves produce interference patterns when 
their centers of curvature are misalign~d. The interferogram fringe 
spacing is uniform when the double-plate interferometer is near align-
mente As alignment is approached, the fringe spacing broadens, and 
wtth a fringe spacing equal to the interferogram dimension, 20 me, the 
·transve.rse misalignment, ~, of the center of curvature is 
tJ. = uR .. 7.5 um 
S 
where A : laser wavelength (0.5 um) 
R: alignment wave radius of curvature (300 ~) 
s: fringe spacing. 
The double-plate interferometer can in theory be adjusted to 
within at most 7.5 um oi perfect realignment. 
-6-
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2.3 Task IV - Oscillatinr, M.rf'Jil Experiment 
The oscillating airfoil experiment was supported during May and 
June 1981. Previous to thio test the holography system (Rcf. 1) had 
never been synchronized to an exterr.ally triggered event, and holograms 
had been recorded at randc~ ticas chcaen by the system operator. 
:iodifications were required to synchroni::e the laser clock to an 
external tiC2 base, namely the airfoil oGcillator. Thus enabling the 
flow-on and flow-off holograms to be recorded at reproducible airfoil 
positions, especially during cperation of the selected frequencies of 
operation (typically between 10 and 40 Hz). A large number of holograms 
were recorded throughout the test matrix of Mach numbers and ~irfoil 
oscillation (mean angle of attack, oscillation amplitude and frequency) 
parameters. Two g~als were accomplished; (1) to acquire sufficient data 
to produce infinite fringe interferograrnn of the basic test matrix con-
ditions, and (2) at one airfoil operating condition, holograms were 
record~d at closely spaced angles of attack (~a - 1.25 degrees) for the 
purpose of constructing a one cycle movie. To conitor the quality of 
the data, about one third of the interlerograms constituting the basic 
test matrix were produced during the period of data acqusition. 
After the data acquisition, Ames personnel filed and documented 
the entire set of holograms, over 500 in number. So~e double plate 
alignment and interferograc photography wad performed. 
This work has been published (Ref. 2) and a copy ts included as 
Appendix 2. 
• 
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2.4 Task V - Applied Tcmol)raphy Hensurem2nts 
Three-dimensional holography concepts are ~in8 investigated. 
Data acquisition occurred during two wind tunnel entries; (1) subsonic 
data in January 1981 and (2) supersonic data in ~ovember 1981. A hcmi-
spherical cylinder ~as chosen for the subsonic flow model for which the 
flow field can be accurately predicted. Flow Hach numbers of 0.6 and 
0.8 tlCrp. selected. The model was positioned as near as possible to the 
zero degree angle of attack for the initial tests. Then the model was 
rotated to 5 degrees angle of atta~~ for the tomography holograms. The 
three-dimensional flow field is rotated through the holograph viewing 
direction in ten degree increments. Because of flow symmetry only 90 
degrees of the 360 degrees of available views are unique. 
Holograms were recorded at ten positions between and including 
o and 90° rotation about the flow direction. Twenty reconstructed holo-
graphic interferograms are required to complete both 1).6 and 0.8 Mach 
number test conditions. For a second phase of the effort, the 
hemispherical cylinder was extended forward to the windO'"" center and 
the data repeated. Twenty interferograms were obtained at this forward 
position and compared with data obtained in the rear position of the 
window. 
A major problem in this experiment is the freestreaCl turbulence 
within the wind tunnel. The turbulence is random in each view and acts 
to increase the noise in the phase profiles. The phase object in these 
experiments contained a signal level of about 5-10 waves and the 
-8-
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turbulence contains a phase of about 1 wave; hence the signal/noise is 
·at most about 10. The turbulence noise level also complicates fringe 
numbering for infinite fringe alignment. Hence finite fringe aligno~nt 
is recommended with about 30-50 fringes within the fluJ object. 
A considerable number of hologr.:ltnS have already been recorded and 
another tunnel entry is required to finalize the hologram recording 
task. Upon completion of double-plate alignment and interferogram 
photography tasks, a complete set of ~Jltiple vicw interferogram data 
will exist for a number ofaxisycmetric and three dimen3ional flow 
objects. Interferogram fringe measurement is required to produce phase 
profiles compatible with computer processing. The phase profile repre-
sent the raw data for the computer, and for these fluN objects consider-
able attention must be paid to noise present within the signal. T~c 
tomography program requires that additional constraints be met. Lhe 
integral of the phase profile must be invariant with viewing angle. The 
missing portions of the phase profiles caused by model shadows must be 
inserted into the data. Finally, multiple view data can be inverted 
with the tomography code and density contours produced within a cross-
section of the flow. 
2.5 Task VI - Axisymmetric Flow Investigations 
This work has been reported in an earlier document (SOL No. 
8Z-Zl52-14DF, April 1982), which is included in Appendix 1. 
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3.0 SmmJ.RY AND RECOHHENDATIONS 
3.1 Task IV - Oscillatin~ Airfoil 
A large amount of very interesting transonic flew ~~ta was 
recorded in the oscillating arifo!l er.perimcnt under the direction 
of DOll Buell. During Phase 1. of the e:~p~riment, holography data wa 
acquired. aany aspects of the phencmeM of dynamic ~"all wele, for 
the first tim'!, quantitatively resolveL with hl)lographic interferom-
etry. The dynamics ~f turbulent separaticn and particular fl~ hyster-
esis during airfoil oscillation was graphically visualized. 
We propose to review and complete single- and d~uble-plate recon-
struction efforts. The interferograms should be carefully revieWed with 
the Project Engineer, Doa Buell, and appropriatp. conditions selected fjr 
evaluation. Fringe ~asurements should be obtained and interpreted. 
Data should be compared with other measurements, (LDV and pressure) 
and/or numerical flow field calculations. A detailed description oE the 
work shoull be prepared and published jointly with Ames in journa 
1itera~ure. 
3.2 Task V - 3-D Holography 
Three di~ensional holography concepts are being investigated 
experimentally. Two major objectives were accomplished in the i"vesti-
gation. Computational capability to invert multiview data to give 
cross-sectional distributions of density was obtained and is operational 
on the Ames Computer Facility. The code uses the FFT inversion tech-
nique. Experioental data has been acquired at :ransoni.c flu", speeds to 
-10-
evaluate the code capability to withstand noise, opaque objects, and 
limited number of views. This data ia of high qunlity and should be 
used to scrutinize and evaluate various inversion codes. 
" 
tIe propose to review and complete double-plate alignr=.ent, inter-
ferogra~ photography, fringe measurement and computer inversion of the 
multiple view interferogram data. The effect of turbulence or noise, 
shadows, and finite viewing angles on the·invarsion quality uould be 
assessed for the FFT and other (ART) inversion codes. This new and 
important work will be published jointly with Ames in a journal publi-
cation. 
3.3 Task VI - Axisymmetric Bump 
Flow measurements of axisymmetric shock wave boundary layer 
interactions in transonic flow have been obtained using holographic 
interferometry. The flow Mach number was varied from 0.8, where only 
weak pressure waves are present to 0.925, wi~ll above the Mach number, 
where the shock wave induces separation. In the earlier experiments 
performed in the 2x2 foot wind tunnel the interferogram field of ,view 
did not extend into the undisturbed flow. In the current experiments 
the model positioned in three locations with respect to the viewing win-
dow (x a 256 rom and y a 356 rom, where the streamwise direction, x, and 
cross-stream direction, y, are introduced) providing visualization of 
about three times the field in the cross-stream directicn (y/t a 34.5, 
where the m?xinum bump thickness, t, is introduced). Hence using com-
posite interferograms frC'm the three fields of View, the quantitative 
1-
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visualization will extend well into thic undisturbed portion of the flow 
field. 
lnterierograms should be produced which encoopass the disturbed 
flow. For !iach numbers above 0.85, thic r:!ql\ires combining interfero-
grams at two or possibly three positions. Fo~ a few selected cases, 
fringe measurement and Abel invernion should be attempted. If the pre-
liminary inversion attempts are procising. we would propose to invert 
the complete flow fields for all five Mach numbers, and prepare pressure 
or Hach number contours. Advanced techniques utilized for tomographic 
inversion would also be investigated. Of particular interest is the 
rejection of noise by filtering in the spatial or frequency domain. 
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ABS'fRACT 
Shock wave boundary layer interactions in transonic flows have 
been irivestigated on an axisymmetric flow model using holographic incer-
ferometry. The current experi~ent was motivated by previous research 
conducted with the same model in the 2x2 foot wind tunnel. On the 
earlier program comprehensive LDV measurements were obtained in the 
separation region; however, questions regarding wall interference moti-
vated the use of a large wind tunnel. The objectives were the determi-
nation of quantitative data on the inviscid density profiles and to 
qualitatively evaluate shock wave stability. Double plate holographic 
interferometry was used to obtain fringe data uhich requires Abel 
integration to obtain density profiles. Double pulse interferograms did 
not reveal discernable shock wave motion for laser pulse spacings up to . 
300 lJ s • 
. Initial double-plate reconstruction efforts revealed excellent 
friroge contrast. Alignment of the double-plate hologr~phic interfero-
meter to the infinite fringe configuration could not be performed accur-
ately because the window aperture dId not extend beyond the flow distur-
bance. A second factor whIch hIndered interferometer alignment was 
vIbration along the long optical path (100 ft). AlIgn~ent accuracy can 
be determined by inventing the fringe position data to density profIles, 
and comparing the density at the model surface to values determined from 
surface pressure measurements. It seems that some iteration between 
interferometer alignment and Abel inversion would be necessary. Initial 
reconstruction appears t.O be an adequate starting point. 
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1.0 . INTRODUCTION 
ShoCK wave boundary layer interaction!) in transonic flows hsv~ 
been investigated on an axisymmetric fluJ model using holographic inter-
feromatry. The model concept i3 patterned aft~r that of Roshko and 
!hotnke (Ref. 1) who utilized an nnn'JlIlr wedge atUxed to a hollou cir-
cular cylinder aligned with the flow direction. The hollow tuba is 
sufficiently long that natural transition occurs and quasi 2-D internc-
tions can be generated and studied in the absence of edge effects. For 
these tests, at tr:msonic flOlJ speeds s a circular arc bUill!> was attachad 
to a circular cylinder. The bump was located at a point along the tub~ 
where the boundary layer ~a8 already turbulent nnd in addition, thick 
enough that its characteristics could ba detorcined. The axlay~ctric 
model shape allows laser velocimetry probing very close to the wall. 
Such experiments have been conducted in a previous research program in 
the 2x2 foot wind tunnel (Ref. 2) and produced many important detailo of 
the shock induced turbulent boundary L1\'er separation in the transonic 
speed range. Holographic interferograms were also recorded. However, 
the interpretation o( these data was hampered since the model distur-
bance extended to th~ wind tunnel walls. A set of experiments were 
conducted in the 6x6 foot wind tunnel to investigate the question of 
. 
wall effects and shock stability. The flow field about the aXisymmetric 
model was assumed to be wit hout wall effects in the larger facility. 
For these initial experiments surface pressure data and holographic 
interferograms constUute the d.lta. 
The prirru'lry test objectives were the determination of quantitative 
data In the invlscld density distribution and to qualitatively evaluated 
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shockwave stability. Double plate holognphy was used to obtain flow 
interferogrruns. 
The frccstrcum !·ILlCh number was varied from O. S. where only 
weak comprcssion waves nre present. to 0.925. well above the Mach 
number for shock induced boundary layer separation. Single pulse 
flow h010gr.21\IS were recorded at fiva freestrerun Much numbers nnd three 
model positions (Table 1). Flow-off holograms required for the double 
plate interferometer were recorded with the model in view. position A. 
and. with the model out of view. position C. The holograms were re-
constructed with nnd without an aligned reference (no flow) plate in n 
reconstruction system designed to reproduce the construction reference 
wave. Shndowgrruns and interferogrruns were photographed and are pre-
santed in the results section. Annlysis of the fringe data will take 
advuntage of the axisyrr.metric flow geometry. Density distributions 
may be cstimuted from Abc! type integrations of the fringe data; however. 
the presence of freestrerun turbulence and interieromcter errors can de-
st,lbi ti:::c the Abel process. Iterative techniques used in multi-view 
tomo)traphic reconstruction nre much less sensitive to these error 
sources. 
Shockw~\Ve stability was investi~ated with dl1uble pulse holoRraphic 
interferometry which is sensitive to time vnrintions in density. Frinse 
nctivity within the doubl~ imnRc of the shockwave constitutes the primary 
data. Frin~cs In the inviHcld flow and the sep:tratcd zone arc olso 
300 Its. w1th the m"del in positil'lls A and C. and for a flow Hnch number 
"' -.-
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2.0 THE EXPERIHENT 
2.1 ~todel 
The interaction is induced on the outer surface of a 150 rom 
diameter circular cylinder. A smooth circular arc bump extends from 
the 610 rom to the 810 tur;\ station, Figure 1. The bump thickness, 19 t'UlI,. 
is sufficient to produce a critical flow Mach number of 0.8. The 
shock induced separation was produced on the recompression portion of 
bump. 
Earlier experiments in the 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel revealed 
the lack of undisturbed flow within the available field of view which 
extended to y/t - 12. The questions of model blockage in the small 
tunnel also motivated the tests in the larger test section. 
Unfortunately, the 2-foot diameter windows proposed for the 
experiments apparently never existed and a smaller rectangular windQw 
(250 iron x 350 mm) was substituted. How.:!ver, in the larger cross section 
wind tunnel, the model could be traversed in the cross stream direction 
to obtain interferograms extending well into the undisturbed flow 
(y/t- 36).· Three model positions were used in the tests as shown in 
Fi~ure 2. which also illustrates the available field of view obtained 
in the 2-faot experiments. In position A, only the bump portion of 
the model is visible in the bottom of the window; for positions Band 
C, the model is completely out of view. 
-3-
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2.2 Holographic Interferom~tar 
A holographic interferometer system used in an earlier AFWL 
test program in the 6-foot wind tunnel was modified for the purpose 
of constructing double plate holographic interferograms (Figure 3). 
The system is constructed around a pulsed ruby laser built by Spectron 
for the AFWL. The laser is mo~nted on a large plate upon which the 
beamsplitter and object and reference beam spatial filter assemblies 
are also mounted. The object beam is directed into the primary Schlieren 
mirror which collimated the beam. directs it through the wind tunnel test 
section. and into the receiving Schlieren mirror. The receiving Schlieren 
mirror directs the converging object beam into the hologram where it is 
recorded with a dimension of 44 rom x 63.5 mm. The reference beam 
was collimated at a dimension of 25 mm and directed along the object 
beam path. The reference beam is passed over the test section instead 
of through it. 
The reference beam was collimated at loa em diameter at the 
receiving stage and directed at the hologram. The normal to the hologram 
was not centered between the object and reference beams. but was skewed 
towards the reference beam. The object/reference beam angle was about 
30 degrees. 
Holograms were recorded with the room lights off and the room 
windows covered. Flow-off holograms were recorded in the conventional 
manner with the spacer removed from the film back. Flow-on holograms 
were recorded with the spacer in place. Double pulse holographic inter-
ferograms were recorded of pulse spacings of 30, 100, and 300 ps. 
The system was operated by one person at the receiving station and 
one at the laser. 
-4-
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3.0 RECONSTRUCTION 
The primary objective of the expari~ent was to obtain double 
plate holographic interfcrograms of the shodt boundary layer internc-
tion. A double plate reconstruction system was designed and assembled 
in the SDL Holography Laboratory as shmm in FIgure 4. The design 
incorporated the cptical parameters utilized for hologram recording, 
including the use of the AFm. collimating lense. The double plate 
holder was positioned within the reconstruction beam and adjusted 'to the 
recording angle. The reconstructed object waves were directed be~een 
two mirrors and collimated at 2 x 3 inch format. The 5 x 5 inch camera 
back was placed at the wind tunnel focal plane and reconstructed icages 
were recorded on Kodak Tri-X film. 
3.1 Results 
The holograms were reconstructed and inspected for quality 
(brightness, uniformity, multimolding, etc.) Almost all of the holo-
grams exhibited striking diffraction efficiencies, and about half of the 
holograms reconstructed uniforo images without ~~ltimoding modulation. 
However, it was observed that the focal spot position of the recon-
structed waves varied as much as a quarter of an inch. This is a strong 
indication of recording system vibration. 
Single and double pulse flow on holograms uere photographed 
. directly. Initial attempts to align the double plate interferometer to 
infinite fringe revealed that the model images from the flo~~on and 
flow-off plates were considerably displaced. Alignment pins were also 
r~Z;S::;-"""Il'--"'r,"""",4\!!.,i~'%"' ..e:I'r."'~'ft'---:;~~'~i"~h~t~7"·:"'(""~!"'~~fr-l'~!""~'~~·?1·'t.~~t!",'4":~:m.:~.~.~~ 
8 
displaced. TIle degree of displacement v~ricd for different flow-on 
(U's 5-30) and flow-off holograms (U's 1-4 and 31-34). The displace-
ment in the infinite fringe images has the effect of terninating the 
intcrferogram before it reaches the model surface (i.e., only the 
flow-on shadowgram image is seen in the non-overlcpping region). To 
extend the interferogram to the model surface in the flow-en hologrcm. 
the flow-off holograms, D's 31-34, recorded in the absence of the model 
were used. 
. 
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4.0 DISCUSS rON 
Flow ~hadowgraws and interferograms recorded at positions ~-C are 
presented in Figures 5-9 fo~ Mach aumbers 0.80 through 0.925, respec-
tively. }!ach number com!,~ri:;ons of position A are presented in 
Figures 10 and 11. Double pulse interferograms at Mach number 0.875, 
recorded at positions A and C, are pres~nted in Figu~es 12-14 for pulse 
spacings of 300 us, respectively. Pulse spacing comparison is presented 
in Figure 15. 
4.1 Inviscid Flow 
Shock waves are propagated from the model surface at the 54 
percent chord station for a Hach number of 0.80, and at the 63 t 2 
percent chord station for the higher Mach numbers. For the low Mach 
number (H .. 0.8) case, the shock is normal to the bump surface. Shock 
wave curvature is observed near the surfa-ce for increasing Hach 
number. The extent of the curvature is increased furth~r into the 
inviscid flow for increasing Hach number. 
The apparent triangular shock wave image is an anomaly attribut-
able to the axisymmetric geometry. The shock trajectory actually 
extends along a single path in a v~rtical cross section containing the 
model axis. The shock leaves the mode/sur~'ace sloping downstream but 
with curv~turc in the upst~eam direction. At larger radIi the shock 
becomes perpendicular to the flow and reClains so to much larger radii. 
Note that only within this vertical cross section are thp lIght ray~ 
tangent to all points along the 3hock surface; whereas in other planes, 
the 1liht rays are tangent only 31on~ portions of the shock surface 
-7-
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which are also perpendicular to the flow direction. The apparent inter-
section of the shock surface model surfaces which form the rearward leg 
of the triangle is actually formed by the shock surface at large radii 
in other 'circumferential planes. ThuG, light rays appcadng within the 
triangular shock region have intersected the curved portion of the shock 
at an oblique angle in soms other circumferential plane (non-vertical). 
Analysis of the fringe data will require some creative iteration 
between the double plate alignment and the fringe conversion calcula-
tion. It appears that the field of view extends to the zero fringe 
(qualitatively) for position A and Hach numbers to 0.875; whereas, for 
higher Mach numbers, the flow disturbance extends into the view, pooi-
tion C. The field of view is also limited in the fluN direction to just 
beyond the ends of the circular arc bump (bump length 200 ~, window 
dimension 250 mm). For the higher lIach number cases, the interferogra·.: 
record in positions A, B, and C and will have to be joined. 
.;" 
, 
j 
4.2 Shock Wave Stability '1 .1 
" , i 
Double pulse interferograms are presented in Figures 12 through i :J 
".,; 
.-'1 
15. The double pulse technique was selected to detect shock wave oscil- , 
. 
lation. Decker (Ref. 3) at NASA Lewis has used this technique to study . ~ , 
~ 
shock waves in a transonic compressor rotor. For these experiments, two 
·1 
" j 
types of fringe information are observed; one depicting Hhock motion 
.. ~ , 
l-etween pulses, and the other depicting the flow of freestream tur1?u- .; 
lence within the tunnel. The time between pulses car. be adjusted to 
remove effects of slow moving phase objects. Note the increase in the i , 
turbulence fringes as the pulse spaci~gs increased (Figure 15). For the , \ 
longest pulse spacing (300 IlS) the shock and the turbulence are readily 
'. 
", 
-3-
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observed; however, doublo images of the shock are not observed. If the 
shocks observed in Figure 13 nrc &uperirnposed, a displacement is 
observed (~ ~ 10 em); however, position of the shock on the codel sur-
face is unchanged. Hence, it seem:; that, at most, only very slI'.all 
displacements in the shock position at the model surface occur while the 
shock position within the "lnviscid fler" 15 unsteady. 
Since the flow downstream of the shock ~ave is subsonic, acoustic 
disturbances within the separated shear layer can propagate upstream to 
the shock. Acoustic disturbances at the shock foot are quickly felt 
along the shock front; such disturbance are common in shock wavo inter-
actions wIth turbulent boundary layera. A final source of distortion is 
shock interaction with wind tunnel turbulence, which, for transonic 
speeds, includes fairly large pressure as well as velocity fluctuations. 
-9-
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Double plate holographic interferometry has been used to 
investigate axisymmetric flows. Infinite fringe plate aligr~ent 
: was only subjectively achieved because df excessive vibration in the 
hologram recording system. For the lower Hach nmnber cases (M.:: 0.875), 
a single view of the flow was sufficient to span the inviscid flow 
field. The edge of the inviscid flow is blurred.by freestream turbu-
le:nce and errors in plate alignment. For high Mach number cases, the 
upper view interferograms must be joined to those with the model in view 
in order to reach the freestream. It would seem th~t some iteration 
between plate alignment and A!lel inversion t-lill be required, because 
of the subjective nature of the plate alignment. 
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TABLE 1. Hologrr.m Log Sheet , 
HODEL TIME 
DATE TIHE HOLO tI HACH n POSITION SPACING 
9/10/81 9:00 1-4 No Flo\-! Z .. A" Sg!. Pul:lC 
9: 15 5-8 0.8 Z • A" 
9/11/81 I.: 50 1-4 No Flo'oJ Z • A" 
,\ 
S8!. Pulsa , ) 
9/11/81 5:10 5-6 0.85 Z .. A" 
9/11/81 5: IS 7-10 0.875 Z .. A" 
9/11/81 5:20 11-12 0.90 Z u A" 
9/11/81 5:15 13-14 0.925 Z • A" 
9/11/81 5:34 15-16 0.925 Z .. 6" ? Mey Not Havo Been on 
9/11/81 5:38 17-18 0.90 Z • 6" Condition for 015 
9/11/81 5:50 19-22 0.875 Z a 6" 
9/11/81 5:55 23-24 '0.85 Z • 6" 
9/11 /81 6:05 25-26 0.875 Z • 1211 9/11/81 b: 10 27-28 0.90 Z • 12" 
9/11/81 6: 15 29-30 0.925 Z • 12" 
9/11/81 6:2.5/ 31-34 No Flow 
6:45 
Chun~c to DBL Pulse 
9/11/81 35 0.875 .. • 11" 100 U9 2nd ,~ 
lJ/ll/81 36 0.875 Z • 1211 100 us both 
9/ll/HI 37 0.875 Z • 12" 300 Us both 
9/11/81 38 0.875 Z • 12" 300 ~19 1st 
9/11/81 39 0.875 " • 0" 300 \1s 2nd 
9/11/81 40 0.875 l • all 300 ~HI both 
9/11/IH 41 0.875 Z .. 0" 300 \.lu both 
9/11/Hl 42 0.875 Z - 0" 300 \.IS both 
9/11/81 43 0.875 Z .. 0" 100 Us both 
9/11/81 44 0.875 Z .. 0" 100 lIS both 
9/11/81 45 0.875 Z .. 0" 100 liS both 
9/11/81 46 0.875 Z .. 0" 100 ~IS both 
lJ/1l/81 7::.!5 47 0.875 Z • 0" 30 liS 2nd 
9/11/81 48 0.875 l .. 0" 30 liS both 
9/11/81 49 0.875 Z .. 0" 30 liS both 
9/11/81 50 0.875 Z .. 0" 30 US 2nd 
1" - ~-
1 Ij 
FIGURE 1. A:dsymmetric Bump Hodel Installation 
(flow from Right to L~ft) 
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APPENDIX 2 
LASER HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROHETRY 
FOR UNSTEADY AIRFOIL rn~DERGOING DYN,\MIC STALL 
(AlAA-83-0388- January 1983) 
f 
I 
~ ifM"~ r:;"~ ~'m 1i ~ n ~~G~ .;J f~ ~ r~ H ~ !il 
[h~, f\hof~n 
J! 
G. Lee, D.A. Bu II and ~J. Licursi~ NPtSA 
Arnes Research Center ~ fVloffett Field ~ CA; 
and J. En Craig, Spectron Development 
LarJs., Costa Mesa, CA 
c n 
January 10 .. 13, "j9B3/Reno, N 
Ce:.O'l'SG I.~i~ f"~ D.t~'n:::l.{1 ,r:. rlt~,::~;~lt r;~~~~ .Y<ls.;aph P. I.ieu:'::li t 
NASA i\l:.JM!l RimiJl'!u;:ch Cei\!:C!l', i:lorf£d:t Fidd, CaUf. 
8.'1d 
J"ml'!!l E. Cl."a:tgt 
Spectron Developrr£mf: L:.dJcl:'::\!;r.t}'. Costa lieslI, Calif • 
Laser holognphlc interfe'tometry !Vas used to 
study a two-dimensiol1al Ni.CA 0012. airfoil. und(,rr.o1ng 
dynl!l\lic stall. The Il\h:foil, fabricated froUl graph-
ite fiber and epoxy. wile tested at Hach nlllilC<lrB of 
0.3 to 0.6, at Reynolds numb .. H'8 of O.S ~ 106 to 
2.0 • 106 , at reduced frequencies of 0.015 to 0.15, 
and at IUcen angles of lit tack of O· t.o 10' with 
amplitudes of 10". Density and pressure fields vue 
obtained from dual-plate Interferogra~m. Double·· 
pulse 1nterferograms, which seemed to show the w~ke 
boundaries better, ve~e also taken. Comparisons of 
pressures wieh orific.a pressuree werr.l good for the 
at:ached flow cases. For the separated flow casea, 
which had a vortex enbedded in the flow, the com-
parisons were poor. Vortices, wake str'.lctut'e!), and 
the dynamic stall process can be see~ by holographic 
interferometry. 
!:!omenclature 
c .. chord of ail·C" I 1 
Cp .. pressure coefficient 
k 
· 
reduced frequency 
L .. width of test section 
H .. ~tach numbe.' 
n 
" 
refractive index of air 
)l .. frinl;e nU:ilber 
l' 
· 
re·;overy factor. 0.88 
T .. temperature 
u .. velocity 
x,y.z m Cartesian coordinates 
~ ~ angl~ of attack 
Y .. specific neat ratio 
~. .. fringe shift 
• Gladstone-Dale constant 
• thickness of boundary layer or separated 
r"~ion 
'Assistant Chief, "I'rodynamics Res.'orch nranch. 
~ember AlAA. 
Rcscdrch Scientist. 
"'T(~dH)ician. 
Thi~ pllp~r i~ deda'N] 3 work of the U,S. Covemmt'nt ~nd 
th,>refore- is in the public domain. 
.. wllIvelcmgth of ll.lf!ler light 
p co density 
ad .. cdiabct1c wall condition 
e s boundary-layer edge conditions 
o .. reference c<)mlition 
"I u wall condition 
Introduction 
In the pallt fE''' years, laser holograp!d,c 
~nterferometry has been shown to be a valuable 
diagnostic tool for '/ind-tunnal Iltudies of steady 
two-dimensional flowu. Th'!! entire don!l1ty fiel.da 
can be easily Visualized and mapped quantitatively 
without disturballce. since only light is uliod to 
probe the flow. For the special can@ of infinite 
fringe interferogramn of, two-dimensional floys, the 
fr1nge lines become lines of constant der.31ty. 
Thua, density contours are ootained directly. With 
the assumption of iseNtropic flo'l, Hach numbOlI.' and 
vel<>city contours, ",!Itch are commonly uEi>ed to verify 
aerodynamic codes,as well as surface preezures, 
can be deduct!d from the density data. Other aero-
dynamic parameters of interest. such as shock waves, 
boundary layers, Hakes, J:"t'giC\ns C\f !"'parat{'d flow. 
and the shedding of large scale Vortices, can al.~ 
be visualized usinl: this technique. 
Because of the success of lager holographic 
interf .. rom~t 1'y for steady two-dimensional flows, 
an experiment "as designed to determine the feasi-
bility of the technique for application to unsteady 
two-dimensional flo1.1s. For this experiment, the 
uns=0ady flow over an airfoil undergoing dynamic 
stall was considered since the unsteady flow effects 
arc large. Many differ'ent types of flows occur as 
the airfoil goen thTou~~h an oscillation. At low 
angles of attack, the flow is attached on the upper 
surface, but ae the anGle of attack is increased, 
the flow begins to s.ep"rate. Small vortic"" appear 
n •• r the onset of stall and a large dynamic-stail 
vortex sheds across the airfoil during deep stall. 
Then. as the airfotl go~·s through decren1!ing <1ngles 
of attack, there ie a eomplcA rcattachment l'rocess. 
Previous flow vIsualization studies of airfoils 
undergoing dynamic BtaLl have been made in both air 
and water. The smo'ke ~er.hniquel has been used in 
air to Visualize tho streamlines. the vortices and, 
lhe flow processed occurring around an airfoil an it 
goes through dyn[l!nj,,: stall. 1'u[ts, attached to the 
airfoil, ',ave also been used to obberv~ ttlC flow-
rev0rsal prOC0SS on airfoils. Similarly, dYes ~nd 
polystyrpo" b"aJs .. : :llr bubbl"!l, J and i<yd~0gen bubo, 
:)j';S,I,," have been v;,1.;d in \UltCt tunncl.!{ to !\l;1ke tl)(~ 
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flo'll visible. The bubble3, bemd. and hyclt·(l!;r~.'1 
~athodB show the amnller vorticGs quitG ~e!l. ~d 
the slIlOke and dye l1<l1thoos llIi'um thl'l lMt'[)E\J: Iilclilla 
flow IItructur<le, such ae the dynamic nt<",U. "'':'t't<ll!'. 
The _in (il:a"hl:'.cit of all these IOOthods is thmt \:hoy 
are quaUtl!ltive in nature. One of th!! n~ny ~(,hmn­
tasea of laser holographic interfero~~r.tY qor 
studying dYMm1c /lI:All alld other ttnl3temdy floQ 1G 
that it is Ii qUMtitative mt:!IIBuremzmt tedltliqt'(ll. 
Shal."t 18mer pulses (of the order of nnn,"'ill<n<:,sm~1lI) 
can freeze unsteady flow patterns for oubB@q~~nt 
q1.lllntitllt:1vo unru.yai.lI. Mo1l:'~over. the tClch!;liqu~ ie 
very senlli1tivo, lind small density v,!U::I. .. tic,,:\.~ C&ii't be 
maamured. In the present experiment, &n e~et1ng 
laser holographic interferometer ~,aB lIynchroniX!sd 
to an oscillating airfoil to aemouotrate ImG®f holo-
graphic interferometry as both a qUImI:.:l.tlltlve IU1d 
qualitative vinualization technique for unstQlldy 
two-dimensional flows. 
The two-dimensional airfoil medel tested was a 
nominal NhCh 0012 section with a lS.24-cm (6.00-in.) 
chord. In order to have a light, etrong structure 
suitable for efficient oscUletory motion, the air-
foil was fabricated from 20 plics of graphite tape 
impregnated with epoxy resin over a bulna wood core. 
The resulting Gudsce had the ll!lloochn!!sll of e pol-
ished metal surface; it was. however, somewhat 
thicker than planned, corresponding more nearly to 
a 12.5% section instead of the nominal 12%. See 
Table I for the actual airfoil coordin&tee. 
The airfoil span wss 61.0 em (24.0 j.n.); 
between the glass windows of the test section with 
a gap at each end of 1 mID (0.04 in.) or less. The 
wing WllS mounted in the "'indows by steel stubs 
wltlch rode In needle bearings. All metal parts were 
kept as small as possible to reduce the inerti.d 
loads. The wing was pitched about the quarter-chord 
axis by oscillating the driving arm, through an 
eccentric, with a 110-hp, variable-frequency, "lec-
tric motor, as shown in Fig. 1. With this linkage, 
it was relatively easy to adjust the mean aogle of 
attack. but a lengthy eccentric replacement was 
r~quired to change amplitude. The motor was sel-
ected because of its large inertia, which minimized 
the effect of aerodynamic forces on the airfoil 
motion, and not beeau,;" of itc power rating, which 
greatly exceeded that required. 
&r:'erical wing-window bearings were used to 
keep wing-bcndinR from imposing moments on the 
glaRs, and the driving ann was attached through a 
universal-type joint. It was, therefore. neccssary 
to re~train the cnd of the driving arm in a phenolic 
laminate p,ui,dc. Although there were some mainte-
nance difficulties wit;) the bearings and r,uidc, the 
prillk.rv weakness in the model was subsequent.ly 
found to be the joint between the steel ,;tub and the 
carbon epoxy. co"~osite. A sketch of the wing is 
shOl'll in Fif;. lb. Tbe bonding at the joint on the 
nonJrivcn end of the airfoil se,)urated frOM tile 
stainless steel stub (despite etchlnp,) after approx-
imotelv 5 million cycles. 3 miliion of which 
occurred lJodcr significant aerodynamic loading. 
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A Illl'lcbliliil:I.Clill ind:l.cSll:10n of phsee W.all obtainlld 
fltom 1& f"ll~!'!i:cd dillk boltod onto th", ~"H:Ok' "h&l;;\:. 
'riltl dink li'o!>l:tllnt, cOlll!!i!llting iJf onfo tillite !iJ~gm~nt 
in ttl'il inner trlll.::1t l\ltld 100 l'I@glililllU in the QlItili: 
1::J:r."L:. e;~lI l>1l G@'l\n .in Fig. 1. 'l,"h", in!;euHon ""UI to 
Ilavr. a J}i;)dtive in,U,clAtioll ot <:Iirfo11 ~'oBit1on 
v<J\l!'ell1!l tb:<!. uhether 02' mot. the motor I:lal..ntained !l 
flltSl.'K11' ~:ot<lu::1(}n. 'rhe GEigl'"t;;~1;1il em each eZ'llek t~<?l."C 
trQMfoVo'Jl91d into <'Ilcu::trical l'ulB!i!ilI by fo"ul'lin!l the 
lisht fr~m liBht-amittin~ diodos onto the diak mnd 
bGlck (mto pl1otoaetaCt01:il. After shapins. the 
pulllom ",ure them t1GIiM;! to cdggel' dlilta ll8mplins. The 
pritll!.u:y problem t;'ith tho system h'811 lUI occlla:lonal 
10llB of signal cll1J!l1ed by ].olling the f.OClIS of the 
light-enitting diodes when the disk vibr&ted at 
certnin of t.he hiGher l:'ot;atioM.l speeds. 
The 1.lirfo:l.l podtion C~ltl! aliso cetcll'lrli.ncd from 
a rotary transfoml!lr "'hich 'mill!! !~chaniclllll' coupled 
to the airfoil juet out~ida the e~~t-Gection window. 
The un:!.t can be eccn in fig. 1, with its T.lount.ing 
bracket partially obscuring the driving an:. The 
position signsl wao ~lif!ad and recordcG on the 
!ume devices ElS the preOI'!IJl"e cransciuc:ers dellcribed 
below. 
l'rfH!!lu.!.£.~ 
Instantaneous pressureo on the wioe 'Iler~ mea!)-
ured ~]ith absolute-pressure, high-response trems-
ducerEl. The transducers, 1.3 troll! (0.052 1n .. ) in diam-
eter, were mounted in plafltic tuben under the com-
posite sltill and connected to the curiaee through 
0.76 rom (0.030-1n.) orifices,. Nine tran8d'~cer8 were 
installed in each surface. 
The transducer signals wer~ processed b~ a 
balancing circuit ar.d a de amplifier; they were then 
routed to monitoring circuits, a minicomputer. 8n 
analog FM tape recorder, nnd to an oscillograph. 
The wing oreasure signals were also pass('d to Bumming 
Ilmplif iers for an on-line indicat ioo of li ft and 
pitching moment. 
The modQl waG testea at Mach numbers of 0.3. 
0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 at chorrl Reynolds numb.ors of 
2 x 106 • Reynolds numbers dOIffi to 0.5 • lOG WE-rt' 
also tested. Tests with the airfoil statlon8rv were 
conducted at angles of attack (rom _25" to +20· at 
2.5 0 intervals. except at the stall angle. wher~ 
the wing (restrained at one end only) fluttered. 
OscIllatory tests were {'onducted with mean anRles of 
attack of 5" and 10· Ht on amplitude of 10" at 
frequencies up to 36 Uz. 
A basic description of holographic intPrferom-
etry is given 1n many textbooks, for example, in 
Vcst. 5 In interferometry, two or more W8V('S are 
superimposed, and the resulting constructiv~ and 
destructive interference causes bright and dark 
fringes, respectively. tl{llograptlic intel'ferometry 
allows the storoge of two waves separated in time to 
bE.~ super il!1pO~'H;"Jd i,l1 t"(>con~, t ruct 1 on. The t\JO waveH 
C,1f1 be stored on 8 t3in~le hologram (dt)ublC"-puisC' 
bologn.phic lnterferomet r'.') t or on t\JO sc>pllrLlte 
plates (dtlaj'''pllltt' holographic intcr[eronwtry). TlH' 
double-pulse tcchnitplC l.H ca~ i 1y ilccompl tshed, ~)ut 
it is lesfi flexihlc h,'cnll1e the {ring~ ~lrilcing )$ 
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i ixad. The. 8uper i,nrprmed recono!;ru':t::L<:>c\ \'!,11?":fjl ~\t>,~. 
viCilWed directly and thlilt:l pho~"'I5t.·"":l,,"d. 
The double-pltllla t:fllchn111'.M'l tY".r.l 'JfW'i, to !'tt~,~y 
IInl3te&dY'llioticlnll. and the inl:()t"'k;E.tioa L';C() 4',1 ",:.1 ic 
the change to d<1lflsil:ietl which occur" Gm:1.i11J; the 
tim@ betveen tho lIliS011: ptU!lelll. The c!ae;a a~e qurul,-
1tative in this Cllllllil, oeCI'I,U!.l0 or, l:'ca!''':r.,,\~~et!l (i<;;fif1:U:y 
condition wal! evailabl<!l. The du.al-pl/l,!:/il teeim:i.que 
is more difficult. but il: is filUC.h [~,glW Hm:i.i;l,;, 
than the double-pulse ~ech!!.ique. XI: $,rl I\l~C~·,8:'·":\n" 
to use this maehod ""h(l!n qua.nt1t:ll.l::!:v'3 UCt7--U,Lc:,(; 
data are required. In usin!; dtml-plate; hQl()~r&phy, 
a reference exposure ill recorded wi.tll no flm, in 
the test field on the first film plate. Anoth~r 
exposure is ncol'dad at test conditioils. on t:h~ 
second film plate. A epacial two-plute carrier 
used in the t'econotruction system allot~ adjust~nt 
of the first film "late posicion with respect \;0 
tha second film plate. lfuen tn€< platlilil an rep(lsi-
tioned correctly, the reconlltrucl:"d wlllve ix'onts 
interfere to fOl'1ll III fringe pattern. If both holo-
grams were recorded in the ahGence of aerodyna~ic 
flow, the recon$tructed interrcrogrnm should er~ibit 
broad fringe Slpacinga, with only a few h:l.nge!.l ill 
the field owing to slight millalignmel1t and opUc&l 
imperfections. When one of thll! holo8rDmII is 
recorded in the presence of aerodyn&ruic flo'", the 
fringes, being contours of constant phase shift. 
represent constant-de~s1ty contours in the opec1al 
case of t~~-d1mensional flows. 
The equation for thil fringe shift: 10 
L 
a<l>(x,y) .. 1 (n(xty) - ll·oldz '" N" (1&) 
o 
and for two-dimensional flowe, the change in ind,m 
of ref~act10n is 
n(x,y) .. n 
o 
+ N). 
L (lb) 
Using the Gladstone-Dale equation that relaten the 
refractive index of air to the density, the density 
can be shown to be 
(lc) 
Once a particular fringe and its corrc>sponding 
reference density are identified, the entire flow 
field is determined. 
The laser holographic interfero~ter at the 
2- by 2-Foot Transonic \.Jind Tunnel at lur.es Research 
Center has been described by Craig. 6 It is an off-
axis system which incorporates a modern, 
lO-pps Nd:YAG pulsed laser; the lase!:' provides 
reliable operation and is easy to align. A sketch 
of the interferometer with photograptls of the laser., 
transmitting and receiving optics, and the holo-
graphic plate is shown in Fig. 2. For the dynamic 
stall experiment, or for any unsteady flow applica-
tions, it Is necessary to oynchronize the laser 
pulse to an eXLcrnal event. TIle internal oscil-
lator of the laser was replaced by an extc!:nal one. 
If the external oscillator frequency is not within 
the 8-12-Hz range required for thermal equill.brlum 
in tile Nd:YAG rod~ the source frequency must be 
multiplied or divid,od in a sYllchronous ffiiUlller 1)y 
integ~r amounts to actlicve the proper frequency 
r~1.nge. In thi:.:: experiment, the airfoil \-135 driven 
in pitching oscillation at frequencies from 10-40 
Hz For tilt: ai.rfoil images to coitH.:ide in tlH! 
in inite fritlqc interfcrograms~ both refercnc~ dnd 
ob ect hulo.\:,titni ,(ttlst bl~ recordec a!; tlH''! Hilr:1C alrloi} 
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i",e1.tic.m. The 1.uQE' I:rt~8l!lr:l.ns ~lU $j1i1chl:(;mh<l!d 
\:{j II,~ 0IM::I,!:iQr llli&n~lJ, frolil the lidoU. pitch drive 
~:or. U~itl~ ~n ~djUBt~ble tima d@lay. flo~on Gun 
f.l~1.l-(lff h.;;lo(3l:ER'<l tlm::e;; r.eccll:ded tiE: rel"I:l@t,.lble ru.r-
£1.)11 poi!iCicli!:il chrot!!'.h,ml: eli&! o3cill&tion cycle 
[ur ch@ 1:'['i1ij~ of h'4~q",mciefi conoidored. 
I:~~£Q!!P&~'!:l£1J!..,£!f D~J,::n!.t~..l1li~~ 
Ii. typic!,)]. t'QCO!lr.!troctioll ueqtlem:4'l of dU/Al-plate 
5.'1terfe1:ClBl:'p,;;;;!) to thID final deillired infinite-frillS!!! 
Ff.iclla is Ilho.m L.., 11'1[;. 3. This is for a IlY~2cr1c 
tlACA 001.Z· taiKfo:U at a" l & • At tho first tltllSI!: 
oi !:'cco~utruction (F1&. Ja). the object and refer-
ence plates are placed in the dual-plate holder and 
til", 1li~.rfoi1 and oll<.!illll.ttog m4'lcil&ui.am, that is, the 
dL!rit shar,,,,m, ere rnuporiml'0sed. The lll,rge nuuloer of 
fringea is ty~1cal of finite fringe int~rfe.ogrr~. 
'Ilia S<:lcc;l1,d atllfPll involvcs s_11 mOVl'lI!!!itntlil of one 
plata ,nth ':Q!il)l(~ct CO ~h0 other to both m1nimhill 
th ... nw.b",!:' of I.'r:innrillii. uud to achieve a fringe 
pattern basl'lci on a pd,or knowledge of the /l,~ro­
aynrudcll. In this caGO, the syrw.a<ilt:ric airfoil at 
a ... 1° should g1vo a fringe pattern tbat is nesdy 
oymmatric to th@ horizontal plone of symmetry of 
the aidoiL !h~ !!elct'n<i otage interf",.rogl:lil£ll 
(Fin. 3b). llhi:lY'll fair !1>~try except for thOil one 
fringe that croseel3 the airfoil at abnut 75% chord. 
It is further noticed th~t there are a n~uber of 
vert.ical £ringca behind the airfoil; theme frinees 
indicate a change In density which should not 
occur. lb~ final stage consistG of minor adjust-
ments to get rid of thelae vc'rtical fring<i?w alld to 
minimize the Dlllllber of fringeD in the ollter regiol1s 
surrotmding the 1.n,rfoil. Ilince the"'€! rp.gir.ms should 
11&'10 tho EJTlllllll<l:!lIf: dcru;ity gradients. Figu!:", 3c 
shows the final infinite fringe interflln:ogram used 
for data analyais. 
A typical sequence of infinit~ fringe in~er­
ferogratils of the airfoil going through one cycle of 
oscillation is shown ill Fig. 4. Surface pressures, 
b, andary layer, and wake profiles were measured 
flOIll interferograma at III 11ach number of 0.4. 
Reynolds number of 2 x 106, and a reduc~d frequency 
of 0.1. The dynamic-stall process. with the for-
mation of the v"rtex, its shedding, and the reattach-
ment of the flow, ccn alao be determined. 
Figure 5 shows the. cOlllpariFloll 0 f surf ... c<.> pres-
sures as measured fl'OIll the interf(>ror,rams and pres-
sure orificcs at three points of the cycle: an 
attac'1f.'d flow, a separated flow. and a reatt8ching 
flow. 'fhe digitizing of the fringes was don" using 
an electrOl\!.c digitizer connected to a minicomputer, 
This mnd" th<i t.\,dloUil digitizing task casiet', a 
pressure distribution plot could be obtain.d In 
IS min or laaa. Since interferometric data w~re 
available for the ~ear half of the airfoil. the 
pressure dist}:1but. J..cns of Wood 7 W\!t"e added for 
qualitative cQ'(:ipar:U~on since Wood' R data w~re 
obtained at slightly diflerent t~st conditlona. J 
The agreement of th'" interferometric and orifie!' 
data is about 1: fot' the at tached flow and neat tach·· 
ing flow case3~ For the separated flow cases~ the 
a8~ccment is p0or. ~nd the interferometric technique 
f()L~ Measuring sur:f1!CE; pressures apparently doen not 
work.. E.}(amination o( the inu.:.\rferograms rt'vl:!al!1 
that large vorticew are hein~ shrd in a highly spp-
araled flo'i. TIlis lupans that prC85\tre gradi0ot9 
nomal to the i"f;:re-q,r:: dirf:ction (';10 exisl:~ ' . .:hich 
invalidate!! one of the basic assl\Illl'lticms .,:,ed r.1\ 
obtaining surface pUflsures by intl"rfC;:l:om~t!:y. This 
result 1.3 different fro", prcvioll.n ree,ult:t;G i\l "el~s­
rated flow. Obvioualy. I.l method th81: c&n (l<;COt.'llt rOf 
the effectll of the vone,: must he d~vcloped bero!:.:! 
pressures call be obtain~cl by interferutlecl:'Y. 
llountlary-laye!' and /jeparllted flow thidn,eeel 
were 1!l'1!8SIU'cd over the r.ear half of tl"'.'* "'.rfij).i. 
The leading edge of the airfoil can be seen (Fig. I,) 
but most of the front hlllf of the airfoil :I.!i 
obscured by the oscillllting al'paratufl. The bouncl.:u·y 
layer and its edge can be ellsily defined. for 
example. ,HI sl.l{lm in Fig. "" the fringes .... Hllin the 
btluncianl V1YlH' arc quite thin And cl.osely epaced 
because of the large d<>nsit)' gradients t-1:1.thiYI the 
boundary layer. Anoeher factor that helps iu 
defining che boundary layer 1s that the dClIlllity 
gradients in the outer iuviscid region !'rre approx-
imately normal to the density gradients in the 
'>oundary layer. This results in a sharp break in 
the fringes at the edge of the boundary. Ilsiug 
the above crIteria. the boundat'y-layer thickness 
dnd ehe thl.ckne!:!! of th" separated flow r.egion were 
determined. the thickness of the separated flow 
region was not as well defined and could be off 
several fringes in the infinite interferogrllllls. 
Therefore, the double-pulse int~rferograms, which 
gave better definition of the edge of the separated 
flow. were used for sepa~ated flows. 
A plot of the boundary layer and separated-flow 
thickness of the 95% chord station for one complete 
cycle of oscillation from -5° to 15" i~ presented in 
f·ig. 6. At the start of the cycle. the boundary-
layer thickness is abDut 0.7: Df the chord. and It 
grows 'dth increasing "n,\1o of attack to nearly 5% of 
chord at the onset of 5t211 at about 14.0". Up to 
this un~lc. the boundary-layer velocity profil~s do 
not show any separated ~lows. At 14.0·. the layer 
;;rows to 11:; of the chord and there is a small vortex 
neBf the miud",rd of the <1i rfvi I. (sec Fig. ~. 
~ • 14.0·). At angles slightly above 14". stall 
orcurs. the flow separates, and a large vortex sweeps 
over the top oi the airfoil. This seems to indicate 
a trailing-"dR~-type ~tall. This result is baaed on 
the ubservation of many intcrferograms. After stall. 
th~ flow thickness i. nearly 60% of the chord. At 
this point In the cycle and with decreasing angles. 
the .eparated-flow re,;ion decreases until complete 
reattachment occurs at an nn;.;lf' of attack of about 
-1°. Examin.1lion uf the int"rferograms indicat,·s 
that the l .. r~e dynamic-stall vortex has been replaced 
hy several smaller ones. Thvse vortices are continu-
ally swept do\.,'nstrcam ,HId disappear when reattachment 
occurs. 
Velocity profiles at three chordwise stations 
and slightlv into the wake ';ere measured for the 
attached-flow. separated-flow. and reattaching-flow 
cases. \'clocitv prof iies wt.~re d(~rived from t.he 
density, using the Crocco eqtJation,9 
( ~\ 
.:tnd the p(>rfl!\..~t golS law. Conr:;:tant prc~'';\ln' in tlw 
bounti'1ry L1Vt'r \,,'as illsr..> dSSUnl('U in tilt: I,rcwco cieri .. ' 
\'attl'n, ri~;ure 7 ..,11l)!.·;s thl' v(~locj ty' pr,)filt'S daL1 
from tht~ iniprfcfogr,lr:!';, and C,lrr's (1m, modl.'l fOf 
attached .1nd sep~lr;Ht.·d f1<'ll,.:, '~he modcln from Carr 
t.'t a1. \"'l're L,J~·(·d 1m t'xr){~rinl;"nt.:ll m(.'a~'lI,·('mi.'nts .such 
as si:\oke dat:.l. Ovcr.Jll. the intcric'romf'tric pro-
-----------~ .-~." 
zu~" 1J1l;"€< dl:lUar to thoae of the model. (It is 
assumed thllll: the JrlllltcCiching flew is an attached 
El.m! eMil.) A closer clu!.'Ilinatioll of thl!! intcrfer-
C1i:;;t:r:\.c d-ata from tho midchord to tlbout 85% chord 
[en: attached l'..lId ref.lt:u~chiI\8 cnllOllll identifies ~..o 
pl:pblH%J: 1) the velocity does not go 1:0 zero :at 
tlui tll.n:face. £:IS clq:>eCi;.IIHi; and 2) the large velocity 
ux-"cimte at the slI[,>:lIlce that is typical of turbu-
lei',': k'tmdary ).I;\Y<:u·s is not !lOCO. Tho cause of 
bath pl:/zhlems is the bending of the ai:!:'foil caused 
b,' £I':>rodynllmic fOI:(!es; the bending blocks the 
frj,nS"tI I:\C/.sr the ourxaee.· Fo!." a turbul.ent profile. 
Chere ,;;hould be Ii la!"ge number of fringes near the 
surface hCCllllllC of the lli\rge density gradient s. 
This problmn d18Uppe6!r8 in the \Jake and is not as 
crl!<:ial nOllr the trailing <,dge, because the gradi-
ents ther.e are mild lind only one or two fringes are 
10:;t because of model bendi:1g. 
Velocity profHea at the l~idchord and the nellr-
wake determined by laser velocim~try bv Owen lO and 
by interferometry agreed very well for the attachEod 
flow and reattaching flow (see Fjgs. 8a and Bc). 
It is noced chat interferometry gives an instanta-
neous pOint ~n the cycle and that laser velocimetrv 
gives an Ilverage over wany cycles. For the sepa'-
rated flows (Fig. 8b). the agreement between the 
two methods is poor. Again. as in the calculat10n 
of surface pressures, the basic assumption of zero 
pressure gradients 1n the nonnal direction. used 
in deriving the Crocco pquation. ~as vielated. 
Another basic assumption, that of constant total 
enthalpy, was also violated a9 II result of the 
unsteady flow. 
A typical doublE'-pulse "interferl)gram j" pr<>-
:;ented in Fig. 9. The separated flOt; r~gion and 
the wake exhibit larg~ numbers of fring~s because 
of density fluctuations that occur within en" eime 
of the laser pll J.ses - ahout 0.1 m&ec. ('ut sid!' tile 
sel'ar"ted region and the wake. th ... density n,mains 
ess;<2l1ti.ally constant during this ttmt": theref0r .... 
tllerc ATP very fpw fringes in these regions. AR a 
result. the boundaries of eh .. "ak .. and st'parated 
regions are mucb bet~et' dt:'fin~d in the dvub1c .. ·-puh>t: 
intcrferograms. Not e that d<.luhl'·-I'ul s .. dar a nr.· 
qualitative in nature. 
Interferograms werp also taken 3~ a lower 
Reynolds number (l .; lOb). As expc·ctpd. the tlUmtwf 
of frinc~s is reduced. According to Eq. Ie. 
the reduction i~ fringes is dlr .. ~tlv prup0rrlonal 
to tllC rna~nitud~ of tile d~nsity. As s~~n in 
Fig. 10. the boundar\' lay"r. separot,·d fl,." r"I:;"'" 
~nd wuk£> structure art' we-II d\~finf~d. Tht" !.'C~ I. .... f 
fringes would affect the aCC.Ufacy, l ~.c Vl' 1."'1, \" 
profiles, and (urther r~ducti0ns In ddnsities c0uld 
affect the usefulness of the int<!rfHr0m~trlr 
H·chnlquc. 
Laser hoIN:\"aphic int2rfpromptr\' \,as tripd as 
4l nonin~rti:.,iv(.' diilgnf."st it" tc·nl fpr sttJoving un~tt'iJdv 
two-dirn~nsi0nal fl()wn. A ~ACA ()rll~ ~irf0il ~as 
.... 
tt.'stcd t \.-hilL' unJcrgoini: dvnamjr stdll, ·)\'pr d 
ranl',l' l)f >lach flumtwrs of 0.3 to n.6, Rt.·vntllds 
llumbers 0f 0.5' lOt- to:?'( lO~~. and :It n .. duc(·d frp~, 
qUt.'llcies of 0.015 to 0.15. It ,,;as found th;1t t"oth 
qu~\ntitativ~ an(l qualitJtiv~ d~lt~ could he ~htJin~(i 
hy the technique. Surface rrl·s~ur('s ('In t!w airt'o; 1 
C3n he ml.;.';~sur('d L('I h'ithin j~~ (If tht'st> r11-.-",lsuri:c ,,;lth 
()rific('~: and pr~~ssun: tran:-;du(('cs ..,'hen the 11\1\,; 1 
rr 
.. ' 
'1 
'j 
IA 
"T 
\...:\1 
attached. Velocity profiles were 1::0(1,,;lU:<:;tl "en,: :;:.:q 
'Wake region. and they cOlllp<'lred vcr.y <:el1 "'ith !.Mlca 
veloc11ll<llter <lata for attached flO',,'l!' For roepg,!':uted 
£10"'8 with large-!ilcale voltticea. dctllJiei(!s (:tm ba 
meaGu~ed, but preasures and velocitio.e r~nnut b~ 
deduced ~Iith tha asslJmption of constant prcsi:l.n:e 
gradient in the normal direction. TIle 5~n~itivity 
of the incerfet'ograms was good ai: Il. Ii&ch nWXlhar ox 
0.4 ilnd a Reynolds numbllr of 4 " 106/ft; tbe S6!'W:l.-
tivicy ",orsened at smaller Mach nll.mae!:'1l and R<l:)J'llolds 
numbers, and improved at large~ ones. 
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Table 1 Theoret!c:al and iL'l!/I.atn.'&d airfoil coordinates 
ChOi:d s~clo~spccifi;d .. ti~~k~~~~r~,~~z-~~d7hi;;;; 
% % or c{1f.n:d . :~ of chord 
0.78 1. 52 
1.77 2.23 
3.97 3.27 
8.22 i,.35 
17.30 5.55 
29.28 6.00 
46,1,2 5.50 
63.18 4.2!:1 
75.13 3.15 
87.47 1.76 
UEI.''''' _- Lower 
J..44 l.B2 
2.15 2.53 
3.14 3.5L 
4.31 4.6S 
5.58 5.84 
6.07 6.24 
5.64 5.60 
4.42 4.38 
3.27 3.15 
1. 92 l.. 72 
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Figure la.- Photograph of wind tunnel, wing, and 
oscil.l.Hing mechanism. 
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Figure Ib.- Sketch 0f uirfoil mounting. 
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Figure 3.- Reconstruction process of infinite fringe int.rf.rog~.ms. a} rniti~l alignment: h) Intprmediate 
alicnmcnt: c) fl"al align.,ent. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of surface pressures from inter-
ferograms and orifices: M M 0.4, R~ u 2 ~ lOG, 
k • 0.1. a) Attached flow, a· 9.13"; b) separated 
flov. a • 14.39 0 ; c) rcattaclling flow, a. 9.46°. 
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